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British big cats, also referred to as ABCs (Alien, or Anomalous, Big Cats), phantom cats and mystery cats,
are reports and incidents of Felidae not native to Britain but supposed to inhabit the British countryside.
These sightings are often reported as "panthers", "pumas", or "black cats". The existence of a population of
true big cats in Britain, especially a breeding population, is believed ...
British big cats - Wikipedia
A black dog is a spectral or demonic entity found primarily in the folklore of the British Isles.The black dog is
essentially a nocturnal apparition, some of them shapeshifters, and are often said to be associated with the
Devil or described as a ghost or hellhound.Its appearance was regarded as a portent of death.It is generally
supposed to be larger than a normal dog and often has large ...
Black dog (ghost) - Wikipedia
After the pulps died out, there were drastically fewer markets for short story writers, particularly those of a
hard-boiled bent, to sell their wares.
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